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WILLIAM J. LEIGHTON, I I I  AND HARRY H.  TAN 
Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, 
Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey 08540 
Superposition trellis coding is considered for a two-receiver degraded broad- 
cast channel. A coding theorem is proved that shows the existence of reliable 
superposition codes at all rates within the capacity region using Viterbi decoding 
at both receivers. 
l .  INTRODUCTION 
The broadcast channel, a multiple-user communication system in which 
information from several sources is simultaneously sent to several receivers 
using one transmitter, was first introduced by Cover (1972). Cover was the first 
to consider the information theoretic problem of determining the capacity region 
of the broadcast channel. Subsequent work on broadcast channels (Bergmans, 
1973; Gallager, 1974; Ahlswede and Korner, 1975; Cover, 1975; van der Meulen, 
1975) has been addressed to this probIem with varying degrees of success. 
However, to the best of our knowledge, no work has appeared on the problem of 
devising instrumentable coding schemes at these achievable transmission 
rates within the capacity region. This paper is addressed to this problem for the 
special case of degraded broadcast channels. 
Specifically we consider one way in which single-channel trellis encoding and 
Viterbi decoding (Viterbi, 1967; Forney, 1974) can be adapted for use over a 
two-receiver degraded memoryless broadcast channel. Our basic approach is 
to devise trellis code versions of the so-called superposition or cluster-center- 
satellite block codes (Cover, 1972; Bergmans, 1973) that were previously used 
to establish the achievability of all transmission rates -within the capacity region 
of the degraded broadcast channel. The main result of this paper states that 
there are reliable superposition trellis codes at all rates inside the capacity region 
of a degraded broadcast channel using Viterbi decoding at both receivers. 
In this paper we have only considered egraded broadcast channels because 
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the capacity region for general broadcast channels cannot be described explicitly 
(van der Meulen, 1975). 
This paper is organized as follows. Superposition trellis codes and Viterbi 
decoding at the two receivers are described in Section 2 along with our main 
result, the superposition trellis coding theorem for degraded broadcast channels. 
A discussion of these results is given in Section 3. 
2. SUPERPOSITION TRELLIS CODING 
Consider a two-receiver discrete mem0ryless broadcast channel (DMBC) 
with channel input alphabet ~, receiver (1) channel Output alphabet @'1 and 
receiver (2) channel output alphabet @'2. Let P(Y l ,  y~lx)  be the joint channel 
transition probability function and let 
P~(yl ] x) = ~ P(y~ , y~ [ x), 
Y~ 
P2(Y~ Ix) = ~P(y l ,y2  ix) 
Yl 
(1) 
be the marginal transition probability functions of the receiver (1) and receiver 
(2) component channels, respectively. For the remainder of this paper let us 
assume that this DMBC is degraded and that the receiver (2) component channel 
is a degraded version of the receiver (1) component channel. That is, there is 
a channel transition probability function P*(y2 ]Yl) such that 
Pe(Y2 ] x) = ~ P*(Y2 I Yl) PI(Yl I x). (2) 
Yl 
The degraded DMBC is shown in Fig. 1 where {s[1~}7=1 is an Ml-ary sequence 
representing the source (1) information sequence and {s~2~}~°= 1 is an M2-ary 
sequence representing the source (2) information sequence. It is desired to 
transmit information from source (i) to receiver (i) reliably at a rate R~ source 
information digit per channel digit for i = 1, 2. Bergmans (1973) was the first 
to show that this is possible for all rate pairs (R 1 , R2) in a capacity region C 
using block coding. Subsequently Gallager (1974) and Ahlswede and Korner 
(1975) have shown that it is not possible to do so at any rate pair outside C. 
Moreover C is given as follows. Let ;// be a finite alphabet of size I q/] = 
rain{ I £r [, I@`1 I, [@`2 I} and consider a discrete joint ensemble UXY1Y ~ with 
respective finite alphabets q/, 2F, @'1, @'2 and joint probability mass function 
(pmf) 
Pr[U = u, X = x, Y~ = Ya , Y2 = Yd = Q~(u) Q2(x I u) P(y~ , yz I x), (3) 
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FIG. 1. Degraded DMBC. (a) DMBC. (b) Relation between the marginal transition 
probabilities. 
where QI(') is a pmf on ~ and 122(" I u) is a pmf on 2~ for each u ~ ~. For a 
given Q = (121, Q2), let R(Q) be the set of all rate pairs (R1, R2) satisfying 
R 1 < I(X; Y, I  U), 
R 2 < I(U; Y2). (4) 
Then the capacity region C of this degraded DMBC is given by 
C = U R(Q), (5) 
o 
where the union in (5) is over all possible QI(') and t22 (" I "). 
We will assume that the reader is familiar with the superposition or "cluster- 
center satellite codeword" block coding scheme (Cover, 1972; Bergmans t973) 
that has been used (Bergmans, 1973) to show that every rate pair in C 
is achievable. In the remainder of this section we will show one way in which 
superposition trellis encoding and Viterbi decoding can be used to achieve the 
same level of performance as superposition block coding. A channel encoding 
or decoding scheme is generally regarded to be instrumentable if its complexity 
increases at most algebraically with code blocklength. Hence superposition block 
coding is generally not instrumentable since its encoding and decoding com- 
plexity both may increase exponentially with increasing code blocklength. 
However, as we shall see, superposition trellis encoding and Viterbi decoding 
are potentially instrumentable. 
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We want o devise reliabl e superposition trellis coding at all rate pairs (R 1 , R~) 
inside C. Let us temporarily fix a QI(') and Q2('[ ") in (3) and consider rate 
pairs (R1, R2) satisfying (4). In describing trellis codes we will use the termi- 
nology in Forney (1974). In particular a (M, v, n) trellis code maps M-ary 
information sequences to sequences of codeletters that form a trellis structure 
with M v states (or nodes in each level of depth v or greater) and n codeletters 
from a finite code alphabet on each branch. Such a code is generated by an 
encoder consisting of a (v + 1)-stage shift register that accepts an M-ary input 
at each time instant and n combinatorial cricuits that generate n codeletters 
corresponding to that time. In superposition block coding a cluster center code 
is used to represent the source (2) messages. Then corresponding to each cluster 
center codeword satellite codewords are generated to represent he source (t) 
messages. Let us consider an analogous way of generating a superposition trellis 
11 m code. First the sequence { ,)~=1 where each u, consists of n letters from ~,  
given by 
u~ = f(s l  2~, (2~ s(2~ s,_ l  ,..., ~-vj, (6) 
will be the cluster center code sequence used to encode the source (2) information 
sequence {s~}. Referring to the above discussion it is clear that his cluster center 
code is an (M 2 , v, n) trellis code with code alphabet ~.  Now for a given cluster 
code sequence {u~}, let us use a satellite code sequence {x~(u~)}~=l given by 
x,(ut) g(s~ 1~, s (1) s}*~v = ~-1,' . . . . .  u,), (7) 
where each x~(u~) consists ofn letters from f ,  to encode the source (1) information 
sequence {s~l)}. Then the satellite code corresponding to a given cluster center 
sequence is an (71//1, v, n) trellis code with alphabet f .  Also note that this is in 
effect a time-varying trellis code in the sense that the codeletters on branches 
which emanate from trellis nodes corresponding to the same encoder state but 
at different imes vary according to the cluster center codeletters at these times. 
We shall refer to the above combination of trellis cluster center and trellis satellite 
codes as an (M 1 , M 2 , v, n) superposition trellis code. The superposition trellis 
encoder consists of a cluster-center t ellis encoder whose input is {sp ~} and a 
satellite trellis encoder whose input is {s~ } as is shown in Fig. 2. The output 
of the cluster-center ncoder is sequentially fed into the satellite trellis encoder 
and the output of the satellite encoder is applied as the channel input. Hence 
the superposition trellis encoder, which consists of a connected pair of parallel 
shift-register circuits, has a complexity that increases linearly with v. Of course 
the code rate pair (R 1 , R2) of this code is given by 
R, = (log M,)/n, (S) 
R~ = ( log ~)/~, 
and so by varying M 1 , M 2 and n all rate pairs of interest can be realized. 
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FIG. 2. Superposition trellis encoder. 
Before we discuss how the Viterbi algorithm may be used to implement 
decoding of these codes, let us specify a random ensemble of (M1, ~}/e, v, n) 
superposition trellis codes designed to achieve rate pairs satisfying (4). First 
generate a random ensemble of (M2, v, n) trellis cluster center codes in which 
every channel symbol on every branch is chosen independently at random 
according to the pmf  QI('). Corresponding to this ensemble of trellis cluster 
center codes, let us use the following ensemble of trellis satellite cxdes. Let 
l l  { ~}t=l, where 
ut -- (u~(,_,)+l ,..., u~), (9) 
be a fixed path in a randomly chosen cluster center code trellis of this ensemble. 
For each path {ut} in each randomly chosen cluster center code trellis generate 
an ensemble of (M 1 , v, n) trellis satellite codes in which the n channel symbols 
on every branch are chosen independently as follows. If  uj given by (9) are the 
cluster center codeletters on the branch corresponding to time t, the n channel 
symbols on every branch of the satellite code trellis corresponding to time t 
are independently chosen according to the joint ~* pmf 1-I =~(~-1)+1 Q2(" I ui). Note 
that the n channel symbols on each branch are independently chosen but not 
all with the same joint pmf. 
Our goal is to establish for the degraded DMBC that there are codes in this 
random trellis broadcast code ensemble with arbitrarily small expected number 
of message digits decoded in error per unit time at all rate pairs satisfying (4). 
Moreover, we shall show that in achieving this level of performance, an imple- 
mentable decoding procedure based on the Viterbi algorithm can be used. Let 
us now describe this decoding procedure. 
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Define 
Pa(Y~ l u) = ~ P~(y~ I x) Q2(x l u), 
x 
P4(Y2 I u) -~ ~, P2(Y~ I x) Q2(x ] u), 
(10) 
for u ~ ~, Yl ~ ~tl, and Y2 ~ ~2 • Let us first consider the situation where the 
broadcast code is used in a terminated mode of operation. That is, the source (1) 
and source (2) information sequences presented for transmission are assumed to 
be of length T -  v and that the trellis superposition code is terminated by 
feeding a fixed sequence of v digits to each shift register of the encoder circuit. 
Moreover, it will be assumed that T ~ v. We will describe the decoding pro- 
cedure in this situation and defer the case of unterminated code operation until 
later. We will assume that the reader is familiar with the basic Viterbi algorithm 
(Viterbi, 1967; Forney, 1974) operation. The decoding procedure is as follows. 
Receiver(2) Decoding Procedure 
Receiver(2) has to decode the ti-ansmitted source(2) information sequence 
{s~2)}. Thus it will attempt o correctly determine the cluster center sequence 
{ut}r=l, that is, the path in the cluster center code trellis that corresponds to the 
transmitted source(2) information sequence. This is accomplished using the 
Viterbi algorithm with the following branch metric. I f  {Y2,i, n(t --  1) < i <~ nt} 
are the n component channel(2) outputs observed during time t and if 
{u~, n(t -- 1) < i <~ nt} are the codeletters on a particular branch of the cluster 
center trellis corresponding to that time, a metric equal to 
nt  
-lnp,(y2., l u,) (11) 
i=n( t - -1 )+ l  
is assigned to that branch. A metric for a path is then the sum of the metrics on 
the branches of that path. The Viterbi algorithm searches for the minimum 
metric path in the trellis. 
.Receiver(l) Decoding Procedure 
Receiver(l) first decodes the path in the cluster center code trellis that corre- 
sponds to the transmitted source(2) information sequence using the Viterbi 
algorithm in the same manner as receiver(2) but with the metric 
nt  
-- In P3(Yl,i ]u¢) (12) 
i=n( t - -1 )+ l  
in place of (11) if {Yl,i, n(t -- 1) < i ~ st} are the observed channel outputs 
during time t. After it has decoded a path {ttt}~r=l in the cluster center code 
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trellis, it uses the satellite code trellis corresponding to this cluster center path 
and attempts to determine the path {xt(ut)}~=l in the satellite code trellis that 
corresponds to the transmitted source(l) information sequence {s~l)}. This is 
accomplished by using the Viterbi algorithm with the following metric. If 
{xi(ui), n(t -- 1) < i <~ nt} are the codeletters on a particular branch of the 
satellite code trellis corresponding to time t, then a metric equal to 
nt 
--in PI(Yl,i [ xi(u~)) (13) 
i=n(t -1)+l  
is assigned to that branch. Again path metrics are the sum of the metrics of the 
branches on the path and the Viterbi algorithm searches for the minimum 
metric path. 
Now in the terminated mode of operation the complexity of the superposition 
trellis encoder increases linearly with v and the complexity of the Viterbi 
algorithm decoder is of the order T(Mi v + Ms~). The major advantage here is 
that the complexity increases only linearly with increasing length of the trans- 
mitted message sequence. So this coding scheme is potentially instrumentable 
if the constraint length v required for acceptable rror performance is small. 
This is usually the case for single-user channels and we would be very surprised 
if it were not usually the case for degraded broadcast hannels. 
The main result of this paper is the following bound on the expected number 
of message digits decoded in error per unit time using Viterbi decoding, averaged 
over the previously defined random ensemble of (M 1 , M s , v, n) superposition 
trellis codes. This theorem is proved in the Appendix. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose (M1, Ms, v, n) superposition trellis codes are used 
to simultaneously transmit T -  v information message digits from each source 
followed by fixed sequences of v digits over the degraded DMBC. Then averaged 
over the above random ensemble of (M1,2142, v, n) superposition trellis codes, the 
expected number Ne. i of source (i) message digits decoded in rror per unit time 
at receiver (i) with Viterbi decoding satisfies 
N~,I <~ K1 exp[--nvEo.~(Ol, Q)] -/K~I(1 + v) exp[--nvEo,21(Osl , Q)], (14a) 
N,,s <~ Ks exp[--nvEo,2(p2 , Q)]. (14b) 
Here Pt, Pc1, P2 are parameters satisfying 
0 < PI,P21,P2 ~ 1, 
Pi < pI(R1), 
021 < p~I(R~), (15) 
p~ < o~(R2), 
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where pI(R1, p21(R2), p2(R2) are given by 
R~ = Eoa(pl(R~) , Q)/pI(RO, 
R~ = Eo,~(p2~(R2) , Q)/p2~(R~), (16) 
R~ = E0,~(p~(R2), q)/p~(R~); 
and R 1 and R~ are given by (8). The exponent functions E0.1, E0.zl , and E0, 2 
are given by  
Eo.I(p, Q) = -- log E QI(u) E [E  Q~(x [u)PI(Yl  I x)l/(l+P)] 1+°, 
u Yl 
Eo,21(p, Q) = - log  ~ Q~(u) P3(yl I u)lm+o)] , (17) 
Yl 
Eo,2(p, Q) = - log  ~, QI(u) P4(y2 1 u) am+o)] , 
Y2 
where Ps(" I ") and P4(" [ ") are given by (10). Finally the positive constants 
K 1 , K~I, and K 2 which are independent of the constraint length v, are given by 
K~ = [1 --exp[--n(EoaCp ~ , Q) --  pzR~)]] -2, 
K21 = [1 --  exp[--n(Eo.2~(p21, Q) - p21R2)]] -~, (18) 
K 2 = [1 --  exp[--n(Eo,2(p,., Q) - p2R2)]] -2. 
3. DISCUSSION 
We can immediately conclude from Theorem 1 the existence of a particular 
superposition trellis code in the ensemble for which the bounds (14) on the per 
unit time message digit error rates over the degraded DNIBC are satisfied. 
Next, let us optimize the bounds (14) over the parameters px , P2, and Pel • 
For fixed Q = (Q1, Q~) and fixed (R1, R2) let 
E~(R~, Q) = sup Eo.~(p~, q),  
0<Pl<I 
PI<Pl ( R 1) 
E~I(R 2, Q) : sup Eo,21(p2,, Q), (19) 
0<P21~l 
P21<P21(R2) 
E~(R~, Q) = sup Eo,~(p~ , Q). 
0<p2<~1 
P2<P2(R2) 
Then it can be easily shown that EI(R~, Q), E21(R2, Q), and E2(R2, Q) 
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are all positive for any rate pair (R1, Rz) satisfying (4), that is, any rate pair in 
R(Q). Thus optimized over the parameters Pl, P21, P2, the bounds (14) decrease 
exponentially to zero with increasing code constraint length v at all rate pairs 
(R1, R2) in R(Q). Hence in view of (5), we can conclude that Theorem 1 gives 
the existence of reliable superposition trellis codes operated in the terminated 
code mode with vanishing per unit time message digit error rates over the 
degraded DMBC at any rate pair in the capacity region C provided that the 
code constraint length is sufficiently large enough. 
In some applications it is more natural to consider trellis coding in an unter- 
minated mode of operation. Here the transmitted source sequences are taken 
to be of infinite length and the superposition trellis code is allowed to go on 
forever. Let us consider how Viterbi decoding at both receivers of the degraded 
DMBC must be modified to decode superposition trellis codes in the unter- 
minated code mode of operation. First it is clear that the decoding procedure 
at receiver(2) is just taken to go on forever and presents no problem. The only 
problem in dealing with a superposition trellis code that goes on forever lies 
in the decoding procedure at receiver(l). The problem arises since in order for 
receiver(l) to implement he Viterbi algorithm on the satellite code trellis up 
to time t, the decoded cluster center sequence up to that time must be available. 
In unterminated code operation an infinite delay must be incurred before the 
decoded cluster center sequence is available. Since this is not acceptable, forcing 
an early decision on a portion of the decoded cluster center path is required. Let 
us consider the effect of this forced early decision on the decoded cluster center 
path. Suppose a decoded cluster center branch at time t is required at time 
t @ r. Then receiver(I) would choose the branch corresponding to the path 
terminating in the node with the smallest metric of all nodes at time t q- r. 
Then an additional error (beyond the normal errors incurred in Viterbi decoding 
if r is infinite) occurs if some incorrect branch in the cluster center trellis other 
than that would have been chosen by Viterbi decoding if r were infinite, is 
actually chosen. Forney (1974) calls this type of error truncation error. Using 
arguments imilar to that establishing Theorem 7 of Forney (1974), it can be 
shown that the ensemble average probability Pr[d°t] of truncation error at time 
t q- r for a forced early decision at time t is bounded by 
Pr[d~t] ~ exp[--n'r(Eo,2~(p , Q) -- pRz)], (20) 
for any p ~ [0, !]. It can be easily shown that optimized over p, the bound (20) 
decreases exponentially to zero for all rate pairs (R 1 , R~) in R(Q) as r increases. 
Hence the additional error rate for receiver(l) due to forced early decision on the 
cluster center path can be made negligible with increasing r. Hence we can also 
conclude from Theorem 1 that there exist reliable superposition trellis codes 
operated in unterminated code mode over the degraded DMBC at all rates in 
the capacity region. 
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APPENDIX:  PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
The proof of this theorem uses the techniques developed by Forney (1974) 
for analyzing Viterbi decoding over a single channel. The random code exponents 
E0,1 , E0,21 , and E0, 2 have previously appared in block coding theorems for the 
degraded DMBC (Gallager, 1974). For i = 1, 2, let {s~i)},r=l be the sequence 
of source(i) digits to be transmitted where s 1(i),..., ST_,{i) are the information digits 
and gi) s~ ) are the fixed sequences used to drive the encoder to a fixed OT--~)+ 1 , . . . ,  
state to terminate the code. 
Let us first consider receiver(2). Let u = {u i : 1 <~ i <~ n r} be the correct 
path in the cluster center code trellis that corresponds to {s~l)}. In Viterbi 
decoding, an error occurs iff there is an incorrect path in the cluster center 
trellis with smaller metric than the correct path. Also incorrect paths must 
begin and end on the correct path but are unmerged with the correct path over 
some part of the trellis. Define an error event as any period of time in which the 
decoded cluster center path is unmerged with the correct path. The error event 
is said to start at time t if the last common node prior to the error event is at 
time t. Let 
C(2) = set of all incorrect paths with smaller metric than 
the correct path and which unmerges from the correct 
path at time t and next remerges at time t @ r. (A.1) 
Let (2) ~ (2). Et,, b  the event that Ct,, is nonempty and let 
Ne,~(t) ~--- expected (over channel transitions and random code 
ensemble) number of source(2) message digits 
decoded in error at receiver(2) if an actual error 
event started at time t. (A.2) 
Now note that the last v inputs for the incorrect path prior to a remerge must 
be identical to the correct path inputs. Hence ~- ~ v q- 1 and also the number 
{p(2) (~(2) satisfy • ~t,~ ] of paths in ~,~ must 
I ~t,~ [ ~< M2 (A.3) 
Hence if prrE (2)1 denotes the ensemble average of the probability of the event k l~ ,'rJ 
E(2) t,~, we have 
T 
N~,2(t ) ~ ~ (T v) "--(~)~ - -  PrL/~' ,.] 
~-=v+l 
co 
- P r [E t , . ] .  ~< y, (7 v) (2) 
~=~+1 
(A.4) 
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Define 
rift+r) 
Fg(u, u', Y2) : ~ In P4(Y~,i [ u~) (1.5) 
where Y2 = {y2, i : l  <~ i <~ nT} is the received sequence at receiver(2), 
u '=  {u' i : l  <~ i <~ nT} is any path in the cluster center code trellis, and 
u = {ui : 1 <~ i <~ nT} the correct path. Now if the event ~(2) t,~ occurs then 
, p(2) and hence /'2(u, u  y~) ~ 0 for some u' ~ ~t,,
,,~c}.~) e ~r-~("'"'''~') >~ 1 (1.6) 
for every ~ >~ O. So the random variable [,~"~c e~r,°""'.Y2)] °, is greater than 
the indicator function of ~,(z) for every c [0, 1]. Hence ~t, r  P2 
Pr[E~,~] ~< o, (1.7) 
I1'~ Ct )r 
for all ~ ~> 0 and p~ e [0, 1] where the overbar denotes averaging over the channel 
transitions and the random code ensemble. We can rewrite the RHS of (A.7) as 
(z) e~V2(.,,,,x~)],2, (A.8) 
U,y 2 II' , 
where the caret denotes averaging only over the branches in the code trellis 
not merged with the correct path u and Pr(u, Yz) the joint probability of the 
correct path u and channel output Y2 • Then following arguments similar to that 
used by Forney (Lemma A.3 of Forney, 1974) we have from (A.8), 
(i) / k  o 
Pr[Et,~] < Z Pr(u, Y2)[ e~G("'""'" 
(z) [ '~t., [02 2 Pr(u, Y2) 
",Y2 Li=~t+l " P,(Yi  I ui) 
n (t+r) 
= 1 l °2 Z I ]  l u,) P,(y, . ,  i 
u,Y 2 i=q~(~+l) 
(3) 
exp[--n(rEo,~(pz , Q) - (r - -  v) p2Rz)] (A.9) 
for all P2 E [0, 1] where Eo, 2 is given by (17). In (A.9), (1) is due to Jensen's 
inequality (Gallager, 1968, p. 523) and (2) is because over the code ensemble, 
all the paths in C (2~ t,  are identically distributed and that the letters on different 
branches in the cluster center code trellis are statistically independent. Then (3) 
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is obtained by setting ~ = 1/(I q-P2) and using (A.3). So combining (A.4) 
and (A.9) we have, for K2 given as in (18), 
N~,2(t ) ~ e -~*E°'do~'°) ~ (T - -  v) e -~('-')[~".~("~'°)-°~R~] 
~- K2 exp[--nvEo.2(p2 , Q)] (A.10a) 
provided that E0,2(p2 , Q)-  p2R2 ~ 0 so that the infinite series converges. 
Since E0,2(p2 , Q)/p~ is monotone decreasing in increasing p2 and since 
E0,~(p2, Q) > 0 iff p2 > 0, this is true for all p~ ~ (0, 1] satisfying p~ ~ pz(R2) 
where p2(R2) is given by (16). Next we claim that 
T--*O 
N~,~ = (1 / (T - -  v)) ~ N~,z(t). (A.10b) 
~=1 
Thus since the right-hand side of (A.10a) is independent of t, (14b) follows 
directly from (A.10a) and (A.10b). To establish I (A.10b), denote (i) 5 P ---- set of 
all incorrect paths with smaller metric than the correct path, (ii) ~ ~ set of 
all possible error events, (iii) ~ = set of error events starting at time t, (iv) 
ZfE the set of all S ~ 5 p with error event E, and (v) L(E) ~ length in message 
digits of an error event E. Then 
(T -- v) Ne,2 = ~ L(E) ~, er(S) = L(E) er(S) = ~, Ne,~(t). 
Now consider receiver (1). Let Yl be the received sequence. As before let u 
denote the correct path in the cluster center code trellis corresponding to the 
transmitted source (2) sequence {s~l)}. Let us call the satellite code trellis corre- 
sponding to the correct cluster center path the "correct" satellite trellis. Finally 
let x(u) : {x~(u~): 1 <~ i ~ nt} denote the correct path (corresponding to the 
transmitted source (1) sequence) in the correct satellite code trellis. Now recall 
that receiver (1) uses a two-step decoding procedure. In the first step the Viterbi 
algorithm is used to decode the cluster center path with the best metric. Then 
in the second step, the satellite code trellis that corresponds to this decoded 
cluster center path is considered and the Viterbi algorithm is again used to 
decode the path in this satellite trellis with the best metric. Now receiver (1) 
is only interested in determining the transmitted source (1) message sequence. 
However because of this two-step decoding, two mutually exclusive types of 
decoding errors can occur at a given time. First an error can occur in the first 
step when the decoded cluster center path is unmerged from the correct cluster 
center path over some portion of time. Then it is clear from (7) that the code- 
letters on the branches in the satellite trellis used in the second decoding step 
corresponding to these portions of time when the decoded cluster center path 
1 Proof suggested by reviewer. 
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is unmerged may not be the same as the corresponding codeletters on the 
branches of the correct satellite trellis. This may result in erroneous decoding 
of the source (1) message digits during these portions of time in which the 
decoded cluster center path is unmerged. Now corresponding to those portions 
of time when the decoded cluster center path is merged with the correct cluster 
center path, the codeletters on the branches of the satellite trellis used in the 
second decoding step are identical to the codeletters on the branches of the 
correct satellite trellis. Thus a second type of error can occur during the portions 
of time when the decoded cluster center path is merged with the correct cluster 
center path but the decoded satellite path is unmerged from the correct satellite 
path. Keeping these two types of decoding errors in mind, let us now analyze 
the expected number of source (1) message digits decoded in error by receiver (1) 
using techniques imilar to those previously used to analyze receiver (2). Let 
t,, -----set of all incorrect paths in the cluster center 
trellis with smaller metric than the correct path 
and which unmerges from the correct path at 
time t and next remerges at time t -}- ~-. (A.11) 
Let ~,(el) be the event that C (21) is nonempty. I f  u is the correct cluster center 
path, define 
(1) Ct,,(u) =-set of all incorrect paths in the correct satellite 
code trellis with smaller metric than the correct 
satellite path and which unmerges from the 
correct path at time t and next remerges at time 
t + 7. (A.12) 
Let ~t,,~(1) be the event that C I1)'*,,tu)" is nonempty. Let us call an error event any 
period of time during which either the decoded cluster center path is unmerged 
with the correct cluster center path or that the decoded cluster center path is 
merged with the correct cluster center path but the decoded satellite path is 
unmerged from the correct satellite path. An error event is said to start at time t 
if the last common node in both cluster center and satellite trellis prior to the 
C(1)r , error event is at time t. As before, in considering C (21)~,~ and ~,~u), we must 
have r >/v  -1- 1. Also ] ~(21) , ,  i satisfies (A.3) and 
(1) 7-v  ~ en(~-v)R1 .  l C.du)I ~< M~ (A.13) 
Now denote 
Ne.l(t ) ~---expected (over channel transitions and code 
ensemble) number of source (1) message digits 
decoded in error at receiver (1) if an actual error 
event started at time t. (A.14) 
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Hence if Pr[E{.2~ )] and (1) , Pr[Et,r] , respectively, denote the ensemble average of 
~2~) and ~(1) the probabilities of the events t,  t,~, we have 
T T 
n.  1(0 ~< Z (~) • r Pr[Et, - ] -~ Z (r -- v) Pr[E},I~] 
r=v+l r =v+l  
i (21) (1) Pr[Et,~- ] -~- i (-r - -  v)Pr[E,,¢]. 
r=v+l  ~=v+l 
(A.15) 
In the RHS of (A. 15) the first term is due to the first type of decoding error where 
it is assumed that the decoded source(l) message digits are all in error during 
the portions of time when the decoded cluster center path is unmerged from 
the correct cluster center path. The second term is due to the second type of 
error when the decoded satellite path is unmerged from the correct satellite 
path and the decoded cluster center path agrees with the correct path. Then 
an argument similar to that in (A.9) yields 
(21) Pr[E~,~ ] ~< exp[--n('~Eo~.l(p21, Q) - (¢ - v)p21R~)] (A.16) 
for all P21 z [0, 1] where E0m is given by (17). Then similar to (A.10), for K21 
given by (18) and p~l(R2) by (16), we have 
oo 
r prrE (2~h E . L t,¢ J 
z=v+l 
i (r v)prrE (21h ~ v - ~'~(21h (A.17) = - -  k t.r J -[- FrL~t,r J
r=v+l r=v+l 
~< GI(1 + v) exp[--nvE0.~l(p~l, Q)] 
for all P21 a (0, 1] so that Pa < P21(Re) • 
To bound the second term in (A.15), define 
,~(t+~) In P_j(Y~d I x}(u~)) (A . lS )  -Fl(Xt('[.1), X(U), yl) = Z PI(yI,, I xdu3) ' 
i=nt+l 
where Yl = {Yl.~ :1 ~ i ~ nT} is the received sequence at receiver (1), 
x'(u) = {x'~(ui): 1 ~ i ~ nT} is any path in the correct satellite trellis and 
x(u) = {xi(ui): 1 ~ i ~ nT} the correct path in the correct satellite trellis. 
Since if ~(1~ o-) , , ,  occurs, then Fl(x'(u ), x(u), Yl) >/0  for some x'(u) e Ct,,(u), an 
argument similar to that establishing (A.7) and (A.8) yields 
prrE(lh t t,~j ~ Z Pr(u, x(u), Y l ) [ -  ~( ,  e~r*(x'(~)a(")"~)] °l (A.19) 
u,x(u),Y 1 x' (u)e Ct.l~ (u) 
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for all a /> 0 and Pl ~ [0, 1]. In (A.19) the caret denotes averaging only over all 
branches in the correct satellite trellis unmerged with the correct satellite path 
and Pr(u, x(u), Y0 is the joint probability of the correct cluster center path u, 
the correct satellite path x(u), and the received sequence Yl • Then from (A.19) 
we have, using arguments similar to (A.9), 
prrE(~ h (1) 
-io 1 
mx(u),yt x'(,)ec~,~](u) e~r(x'(")'x(a)'Y~)J 
In,i" ( ' )] = p(1) , .  ",01 P I (Y l . i  ]Xi(Ui)) ~ Ol (') ~ Pr(u,x(u) ,  Yl) I "~t,Au,~t 
u.x(u),r I t.i=nt+l P I (Y l , i  ] Xi(Ui)) 
(3) n(t+~) 
91(.,) 
u i=nt+l x(a),y 
{ n(t+~) i- ÷1P (Yl,i ] xdu0) 1- '1 
n(t+,) 
(4A en('r--v)~IR1z 
u i=nt+l  
= exp[ - -n ( rEo . l (p l  , Q) - (7 - v )p lR1) ]  (A.20) 
for all p~ ~ [0, 1] where E0.1 is given in (17). In (A.20), (1) is due to Jensen's 
inequality and (2) is because conditioned on u, and over the code ensemble, 
all the paths in (1) Ct,,(u ) are identically distributed with independently chosen 
branches. Then (3) is obtained by using (A.13) and (4) by setting ~ = 1/(1 + Pl). 
Then from (A.20), we have, similar to (A.10), 
i (7 -- v) Pr[E}~] ~ KI exp[--nvEo,l(p1, Q)] (A.21) 
"r=v÷l 
for all 1°1 ~ (0, 1] satisfying Pl < Pl(RI) where pI(R1) is given in (16) and /(1 
in (18). Now (A.15), (A.17), and (A.21) together establish (14a), using an argu- 
ment similar to (A.10a) and (A.10b). This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
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